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Welcome to Ring Day 2019. I am always amazed how each year the junior class comes 

together so early in the school year to capture a theme that is so appropriate for the 

celebration. And so we are overwhelmed yet again. Thanks to the junior class and Mr. 

Lorden, Ms. Quartaro, Mrs. LaBella, Mrs. DiIoio, Ms. Brittis and Mrs. Stones. The 

decorations are “out of this world.” 

 

Whether you entered Ursuline in 2013 as a sixth grader, or in 2016 as a ninth grader, 

you have often heard me say that you - the Class of 2020 - are the class of vision. 

Corny, I know, and yet prophetic as well. How ironic that this class should have an 

extraterrestrial context for your Ring Day theme. 

 

The all-encompassing vision of extraterrestrials provides them with a clear view of what 

surrounds them enhanced by the vision of what can be achieved in a galaxy as vast as 

our own. You are a class with a trajectory toward success - a class that will reach great 

heights and, perhaps, even defy gravity. May this transcendence always coexist with a 

gravitational pull toward Ursuline where your vision was honed.  

 

In July of 1969, 50 years ago, Neil Armstrong walked on the moon. (I bet some of your 

parents were not even born then.) Declaring that he was taking “... one small step for 

man, one giant leap for mankind” - the possibilities truly seemed boundless. We 

gathered around TVs (most still only black-and-white) to watch this monumental event 

unfold. We imagined then that surely, 50 years later, we would have the moon as a 

vacation destination or Mars might, at the very least, support a research facility on its 

surface. Our patience is slowly being rewarded. 

 

Now, 50 years later, we celebrate again. I am delighted to report that just last Friday, a 

women-only team left their space capsule to complete a repair task on the spacecraft. I 

might add that this mission was delayed since March because NASA failed to equip the 

spaceship with the medium-sized space suits needed by the two female astronauts. Fifty 

years after a man first stepped on the moon’s surface, women were held back from their 

turn simply because they were ready before anyone expected them to be. As 

Shakespeare wrote, “The readiness is all.”  



 
 

And each one of you is ready:  

• ready to experience all the traditions which define senior year;  

• ready for the whirlwind of the college admissions process:  and,  

• in seven months, even ready to graduate from Ursuline and leave your footprints 

on new territory and make it uniquely your own. 

 

What should we expect? What do we envision? What possibilities inspire us? 

What is yet to be discovered in space and other galaxies?  

 

Let’s hope that if there are inhabitants on other planets that they look more like ET than 

what is depicted in Alien 1, 2, or 3 or even those in the hallway. I like to imagine 

futuristic beings that will enhance our understanding of life and challenge us to be a 

better version of ourselves.  

 

Let’s hope that - regardless of appearances, whether scaled, horned or multicolored with 

one eye or antennae - our future societies will be truly inclusive: beyond simply being 

invited to the party, all creatures will be asked to dance. Perhaps in a cantina like the 

one found in Star Wars? 

 

The Class of 2020 can expand their vision of what exists now and what is possible.  

Dream of an alternative universe and be inspired by the vastness of space.  

Be informed by science, but inspired by God’s role in creation, both here and beyond.  

Be inspired to walk on the moon if that appeals to you and know that your one step for 

womankind is always a step forward for humanity be it here on terra firma or on another 

galaxy.  As the ground- breaking women you are, know that the footprints you leave 

will inspire and encourage all who discover the trail you’ve forged. 

 

Remember always that you are loved to the moon and back by your parents and 

cherished by all of us here at Ursuline.  

 

We have prepared you well for “lift-off” and know that the Class of 2020 will be 

galactically successful!  

 

“May the Force be with you. Always.” 

 

And remember, never hesitate to phone home!! 


